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ABSTRACT A model is presented for the quenching of a fluorophore in a protein interior. At low quencher
concentration the quenching process is determined by the acquisition rate of quencher by the protein, the migration rate
of quencher in the protein interior, and the exit rate of quencher from the protein. In cases where the fluorescence
emission observed in the absence of quencher could be described by a single exponential decay, the presence of quencher
led to doubly exponential decay times, and the aforementioned exit rates of the quencher could be determined from
experimental data. At high quencher concentration, the processes became more complex, and the deterministic rate
equations used at low quencher concentration had to be modified to take into account the Poisson distribution of
quencher molecules throughout the protein ensemble and also by using a migration rate for quencher in the protein
interior that is a function of the quencher concentration. Simulations performed for typical fluorescent probes in
proteins showed good agreement with experiments.
INTRODUCTION
Molecular oxygen is known to be an efficient quencher of
the fluorescence of aromatic molecules (1). Oxygen
quenching of tryptophan fluorescence in a number of
globular proteins has been studied by Lakowicz and Weber
(2). In these experiments, no tryptophan residue seemed to
be excluded from quenching, suggesting that rapid oxygen
diffusion occurs in all regions of the protein. Most impor-
tantly, the dynamic character of the quenching process was
demonstrated by the parallel decrease of the fluorescence
intensity and lifetime. In the present paper, we present a
general model for the quenching process that encompasses
these observations, as well as some others apparently
contradicting this latter finding (3).
We limit ourselves to the consideration of short-range
interaction of excited fluorophore and quencher, whether
this process involves the time of a collision or that of a
longer-lived complex. We exclude such processes as nonra-
diative energy transfer with a radius of action greater than
the van der Waals interaction radius, i.e., our treatment
was restricted to "colorless" quenchers. In addition, we
consider only the case of unity quenching. In the second
section we review one model for the quenching of small
molecules in solution. In the third section we extend the
model to globular proteins. In the last section, we show that
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the proposed model explains an apparent contradiction
between the quenching by molecular oxygen of the intrin-
sic tryptophan fluorescence of proteins (2) and the quench-
ing of the fluorescence of pyrenebutyric acid protein
adducts (3).
DERIVATION OF THE BASIC EQUATIONS
FOR DYNAMIC QUENCHING
In the following we assume that the quenching process
requires a transient excited state complex between the
quencher and the fluorescent molecule (4). Consider the
following reaction:
(1)Q + A* QA*
k-
where Q is a quencher molecule and A* a fluorescent
molecule. k+ [Q] is the pseudo-first order rate for forma-
tion of the complex, and k- is its dissociation rate. The
fluorescent probe has a characteristic single exponential
radiative decay rate r. The complex Q A* has, in addition
to r, a nonradiative quenching rate or intrinsic quenching
constant x (5). In Fig. 1 we represent schematically the
diagram for the excited-state reaction, where x = [A*] and
y = [Q-A*].
The equilibrium concentration of species x and y is
given by
k+[Q] x = k-y. (2)
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emission of the component with decay rate mo and mi1,
respectively. The steady state fluorescence emission (F) is
given by
(aox + ao,) (a1x + aly)
mO ml (8)FIGURE 1 Diagram of the quenching process in solution. E(t) is the
pumping function, r the radiative decay rate, k+ [Q] the rate of
association, k- the rate of dissociation, and x the nonradiative decay rate
due to the quenching process. x and y represent concentration of free and
associated fluorophores, respectively.
The differential equations describing the scheme presented
in Fig. 1 after a pulse excitation are
dx
d - -Fx + yk
dyy= k+[Q] x - Y (3)
where
ro= F + k+[Q]
r, r+x+ V. (4)
The solution of this system is
x(t)= aox e-o' + a,xe-m'
To better understand the meaning of the derived equa-
tions we may analyze the order of magnitude of the various
rate constants. Generally, one assumes that the quenching
rate x is large compared with r and k- for low quencher
concentration (6). x is probably on the order of lo" s-',
while the intrinsic fluorescence decay rate r is on the order
of 108 to 109 s-l. An ultimate limit to the value of k+ and k-
is imposed by the diffusional rate of the quencher. The
typical diffusional rate value in fluid solvents at room
temperature is on the order of 1010 s-' mol-' (7). At high
quencher concentration, deviation from this pure diffu-
sional model can also be observed (8-10).
If X >> k- then quenching is "strong quenching" (3),
that is, there is no appreciable contribution to the emission
from dissociating complexes and the expressions for mo,
ml, and the preexponential factors are simplified
mO ro = r + k+[Q]
ml r,r= r+x+ k- nex (9)
y(t) = aoye,,Ot + al e-m1 (5)
where
(ro + r,) ± -(ro r,)2 + 4k-k+[Q]
= 2
k-yO
aox=xo+ ;
k+[Q]xo
aOy= ;
k-yo - xo(ro- mo)
aix= mOm
yo(rF - ml) - k+[Q]xo
aoy= ;- M-
k+[QJxo - yo(Fl-m (6)
MO- ml
In the above expressions xo and yo are the concentration of
the excited species x and y, respectively, immediately after
the excitation. When species x and y have the same
absorption coefficient, or if excitation is at an isosbestic
point, and when these species have the same emission
spectrum, then xo and yo are proportional to x and y. Also,
the relation yo/xo = k[Q]l/k- holds. x(t) and y(t)are
proportional to the time decay of the fluorescence. The
time behavior of the fluorescence emission F(t) is described
by two exponential components with characteristic rates
mo and m,
Fo (t) = (ao0, + 0o,y) e mof; F1(t) = (aIx + a1ly) ermnt
F(t) = Fo(t) + F,(t), (7)
where Fo(t) and F1(t) are proportional to the fluorescence
1I k yo k'[Q]xo\(F)= rx0 + +' )
+ I- (- ryo
-k Q]x + Yo).
Note that even in the absence of formation of a stable
complex a positive curvature can appear in a Stern-Volmer
plot when rF becomes comparable to r,.
The time behavior of the fluorescence is described by
two exponential decaying components (Eq. 7). If ri is
large, only aox has a nonvanishing value. The decay rate of
this term is rF = r + k+ [Q]. The steady state fluorescence
intensity is (F) = xo/ro. Usually, in a quenching experi-
ment, the intensity and the lifetime of the fluorescence are
measured as a function of the quencher concentration. A
plot of ro vs. quencher concentration (Stern-Volmer plot)
is linear with an intercept of r, the unquenched decay rate,
and a slope of k+, the bimolecular quenching constant. The
quenching rate x is too large to be measured directly by
existing techniques. A plot of 1/ (F) vs. quencher concen-
tration is also linear and has the same slope k+. The value
of k+ has been determined for oxygen in water for different
fluorescent molecules (7, 11). The value generally found
(k+ 1.2 1010 M' s-') at 200C corresponds to the
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k+[Q1
xo(ro - mi) - k yo
Ciox= ;-mO- ml
k-yO
akx= r-
k+ [Q]xo
al == -
r, + Yo
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diffusion limit for the encounter rate between quencher
and fluorophore. Thus, for oxygen at low concentration, no
activation barrier for the formation of the quenchable
complex seems to exist, and the efficiency of quenching is
limited only by the rate of collision. When the collision rate
is not limiting, there is a barrier (energetic or entropic) to
the quenching process. We still have (F) = xo/lo but with
x0 = 1/(1 + k+[Q]/k-).
The derivation of the quenching expressions for a small
molecule in solution demonstrates that dynamic quenching
is generally described by a simple scheme whatever the
efficiency of the quenching process. However, we can
anticipate that if X is not very large compared with r and
k-, a complex process will result. In this case, a double
exponential decay of the fluorescence emission can be
measured giving separate information on the rates k+, X,
and k. We show in the following section that this case
arises in the quenching of a fluorophore in the interior of a
protein.
QUENCHING EQUATIONS FOR A
FLUORESCENCE PROBE INSIDE A
PROTEIN
The same approach used for the quenching process in
solution can be used for quenching in proteins. However,
the physical meaning of the parameters of the model is
quite different. In the following, we assume that the probe
is in the protein interior isolated from the solvent. This
restrictive assumption is valid in a limited number of cases,
one of which is described in the following companion
paper. Following this assumption the quencher must pene-
trate the protein before actual quenching takes place.
Penetration proceeds with rate k [Q], a term formally
identical to that describing the formation of the complex in
the previous derivation of the quenching equations in
solution (Fig. 2). In the present case, k+ depends in the
first approximation on the energetic or entropic barrier for
oxygen entry to the protein. Once inside the protein, the
quencher can migrate in the protein matrix and reach the
fluorescent probe at a rate X. Although the protein is
hardly a homogeneous medium we assume a unique value
of X that represents an average migration inside the
protein. This term is equivalent to the rate of quenching
xX y x
E(t) F E (t) E(t) F
FIGURE 2 Diagram of the quenching process for a probe inside a
protein. E(t) is the pumping function, r the radiative decay rate, k+ [Q]
the rate of penetration of the quencher into the protein, k- the exit rate, x
the rate of migration, and t the rate of quenching. x, y, and z represent
concentration of protein macromolecules without a quencher, with some
quencher, and with a quencher interacting with the fluorophore respec-
tively at the time of excitation.
after the formation of the complex that we already intro-
duced in the previous section. We indicate the effective
quenching rate with t (see Fig. 2). We assume, as we did in
the solution case, that t is large compared with k-, r, and
X. The efficiency of the quenching process is then taken as
unity, i.e., the back reaction rate x_ is negligible.
The differential equations describing this scheme are
dxdx =-r x + k-y
dyd + kL[Q] x - rly
dz
- F2Z (10)dt =x-2
where
ro r + k+[Q]
r = r + X + k-
F2= r + t (11)
x represents the concentration of excited fluorophores in
proteins not containing quencher molecules, y is the con-
centration of excited fluorophores in proteins containing
quencher molecules, and z is the concentration of fluoro-
phores associated with the quencher.
The first two equations are independent of z. The
solution for x and y is identical to the one already obtained
in the previous section but the parameters have a different
meaning. The solution for z is
k+[Q] ao, e-" k+[Q] a,ye-'mz(t)= +F2 - MO F2- Ml
+ - k'[Q] aoy _ k+[Q] aly e21. (12)\F22-MO F2 - mI
If I'2 is large and zo = 0, then the contribution of z is
neglig ble because of the vanishing value of the preexpon-
ential factor. According to this hypothesis, the fluorescence
should decay with two exponential components having
rates mo and mi. The values of mo and ml depend on the
rates k+ [Q], k-, r, and X. These rates are independent of
the initial population x0 and yo of species x and y, as are mo
and m,I.
As the concentration of the quencher increases, the
number of quenchers per molecule of protein will also
increase and follow a discrete Poisson distribution. The
probability of having r molecules of quencher per protein
would be
epnn r
p(r) == r! r = 0, 1,2,... (13)
where n is the average number of quencher molecules
inside the protein. The value of n depends on k+ and k-
k+[Q]
k- (14)
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The value of x also depends on the quencher concentration.
For quencher molecules already inside the protein at
excitation, the times to reach the fluorophore will depend
on their proximity to it. This effect is similar to the high
concentration diffusion limit usually considered for fluo-
rescence quenching (8-10).
In order to analyze experimental data following such a
complex model, we consider some limiting situations:
(a) At low quencher concentration (n << 1) the fraction
of proteins with molecules of oxygen already inside the
matrix at the time of excitation may be neglected. A
double exponential decay of the fluorescence describes the
quenching process.
At low quencher concentration the rate k+ [Q] is small
compared with F and X. The experimentally measurable
values of mo and ml are given by
mo = Fo = F + k+[Q]
ml=F,=F+x+kX . (15)
These expressions are identical to those found in the
previous section. However, here the condition is that k+ [Q]
should be small instead ofX being large. The initial slope of
the plot of mo vs. [Q] gives k+.
The plot of ml vs. [Q] gives the value of r + x + k-
directly. To determine X and k- independently, an addi-
tional quantity is needed: the fraction fI of molecules
decaying with rate m,I. The initial slope of the plot of f, vs.
[Q] is given by
(df, VF (6
kd[Q] JQO- k (16)
The values of k+ r and F, already being known, this
expression gives kV. This analysis shows that, in the low
quencher concentration limit, the rates describing the
quenching process can be individually determined.
(b) At sufficiently high quencher concentration (n > 1)
the distribution of quencher among proteins is the most
important determinant of the quenching and fixes the
quenching rate X. A protein with no quencher at the time of
excitation will be quenched at a rate x while a protein with
one or more quenchers inside at the time of excitation will
be quenched at a higher rate X'. The difference between X
and X' may be rationalized if we consider that the quencher
already inside the protein at the time of excitation is in
better position to reach the buried fluorophore, in compari-
son with the quencher outside the protein. The solution of
the general case for high quencher concentration is quite
complex. We choose to follow a semiempirical approach.
We simplify the Poisson distribution by considering only
proteins without a quencher [fraction = p(O)] and proteins
with quenchers at the time of excitation [fraction = 1 -
p(O)]. The solution of the differential equation for the
fraction of proteins with no quencher is the same as that
found in the previous paragraph. For the protein molecules
with quenchers, we assume that the quenching process is
fast enough for the rate k+[Q] to be neglected. Thus, the
proteins with quenchers can be treated as an independent
species. The total fluorescence is then the sum over two
species with different fractional weights
F(t) = p(O) Fo(t) + [1 - p(O)] F,(t) (17)
where FO(t) has already been derived above and
Fl(t) = exp (-m2t) (18)
where M2 = r + x' + kV. If x' >> F, the situation
approaches that of quenching by a ground-state complex.
(c) The possibility of having a quencher in a cavity inside
the protein close to the fluorophore is not excluded. This
particular species will have a large quenching rate
(X' >> F) and makes a negligible contribution to the
"dynamic quenching" as detected by lifetime measure-
ments. In such a case, only the intensity of the fluorescence
would be affected. This species corresponds in the limit to
the formation of a ground-state complex of fluorophore
and quencher.
REPRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF
THE MODELS OF PROTEIN QUENCHING
We report the results of a calculation of the fluorescent
intensities and apparent lifetimes according to the pro-
posed model. Simulations were performed for three dif-
ferent fluorophores having different unquenched fluores-
cence decay rates. We recall that these simulations of the
quenching process are of exclusive dynamic character.
These three fluorophores were chosen because oxygen
quenching data of protein adducts of these probes are
available in the literature (2, 3, 12). The decay rates of the
probes were 3.3 x 108 s-', for a tryptophan emission, 5 x
IO, s-', which corresponds to metal-free porphyrin emis-
sion, and 5 x 106 s- 1, which corresponds to pyrene
emission.
For the long-lived fluorescence from pyrenebutyrate-
bovine serum albumin adducts, linear Stern-Volmer plots
were observed for both lifetime and intensity data at low
oxygen concentration with an apparent very low Stern-
Volmer constant (3). For the quenching of protein trypto-
phan, linear plots were also observed for both intensity and
lifetime with a relatively large Stern-Volmer constant (2).
In contrast, for porphyrin protein adducts, highly curved
plots are reported for the intensity, and an almost linear
plot for the lifetime (12); the apparent Stern-Volmer
constant has an intermediate value. In our simulations we
use a value of 5 x 108 M- 1 s-' for k+, which is well below
the diffusion-controlled rate. This value is justified by the
experimental results reported in the following companion
paper. Vaughan and Weber (3) found a value in this range
for k+ for the quenching of a pyrenebutyrate-bovine serum
albumin adduct. For k-, the exit rate, we choose 2 x 107
s-' to have a reasonable magnitude for the partition
coefficient of oxygen inside the protein. A possible value
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FIGURE 5 Quenching plots for a probe with ro = 3 ns. FO/F, quenching
of intensity. TO/rP, quenching of lifetime as measured by phase fluorome-
try at 10 MHz modulation frequency. The dashed line was obtained using
the high quencher concentration equations (k+ - 5 x 10' M- s,k - 2
x 107 S-',X 3 x IO" s-', X'- 1.2 x 109 s-').
FIGURE 3 Values of mo as a function of oxygen concentration for three
probes having different lifetimes.
for X can be 3 x 1o8 s ', as we discuss later on. In Fig. 3 we
report the values of mo as a function of the quencher
concentration using Eqs. 5-8, valid in the low concentra-
tion limit for the three probes. The slopes of the three lines
in Fig. 3 are equal because the same value of k+, indepen-
dent of the fluorescence decay rate, is assumed. The
intercept is the decay rate in th_ absence of the quencher.
As shown in Fig. 3 the ratios of the value of mo at 0.1 M
quencher concentration with respect to the unquenched
value are 1.15, 2, and 8.5 for tryptophan, porphyrin, and
pyrene adducts, respectively. For the case of tryptophan,
this small relative change (15% in mo) is very difficult to
observe under normal experimental conditions. The value
of m,, which is independent of the quencher concentration
in the low concentration limit (Eq. 13), is 6.5 x 108 s-', 3.7
x 108 s-' and 3.3 x 108 s-' for tryptophan, porphyrin, and
pyrene, respectively.
(a) For pyrene, the process will appear essentially as a
pure dynamic quenching with reduced efficiency because
ml is large compared with mo. Both intensity and lifetime
quenching will behave similarly at low quencher concen-
tration. A simulation of the quenching plots is reported in
Fig. 4. High quenching is obtained at oxygen concentration
as low as 3 mM. The simulation closely follows the results
obtained by Vaughan and Weber (3). Note that a positive
curvature in Stern-Volmer plots for both intensity and
lifetime data in the case of proteins can result in the
absence of the diffusion considerations such as those given
in references 8-10.
(b) For tryptophan, because r is large, larger oxygen
concentration is required for appreciable quenching. The
molecules of protein contain one or more quenchers at the
time of excitation and quenching proceeds as a dynamic
process with diffusion inside the protein. Both fluorescence
intensity and lifetime follow a similar behavior. A simula-
tion of the quenching plots for the low concentration limit
is reported in Fig. 5 (solid lines).
(c) For porphyrin, very appreciable quenching is
observed when n - 1. Fluorescence intensity and lifetime
will vary in a quite complex manner because of the
simultaneous contributions to quenching from oxygen mol-
ecules that, at the time of excitation, are present both
inside and outside the protein. In Fig. 6 we report the
results of a simulation of the quenching plots for porphy-
rin.
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FIGURE 4 Quenching plots for a probe with rT 200 ns. FO/F,
quenching of intensity. r0/iP, quenching of lifetime. The lifetime is the
apparent phase lifetime measured by phase fluorometry at 10 MHz
modulation frequency. (k+ - 5 x 10' M-' s -',k- 2 x I07 s-', 3 x
10 s -').
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FIGURE 6 Quenching plots for a probe with ro = 20 ns. FO/F, quenching
of intensity. TO/TP, quenching of lifetime as measured by phase fluorome-
try at 10 MHz modulation frequency (k+ = 5 x 108 s-' M-', k- = 2 x
107s-'1,x= 3 x 108s-').
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In Figs. 4-6, apparent values of the lifetime as measured
by phase fluorometry at 10 MHz modulation frequency
were used. In practice, a multiexponential decay should be
observed and the apparent lifetime should be frequency
dependent (see the companion paper).
In the high concentration limit Eqs. 17 and 18 must be
used. As we already noted in the previous section, if r <<
X' then only the fluorescence intensity will be affected. This
condition should be well verified for pyrene and porphyrin.
For the tryptophan case we report in Fig. 5 a simulation of
the expected quenching plot of the intensity for high
concentration limit (dashed line). The quenching plots
deviate from linearity (downward curvature) if the low
concentration limit equations are used. If, instead, the
complete equations are used, a much smaller curvature is
observed.
In conclusion, the proposed model predicts characteris-
tic differences in the intensity and fluorescence lifetime-
quenching plots for probes with varying lifetimes in a
protein interior. Furthermore a multiexponential decay
must be easily recognizable for a probe with an
unquenched lifetime around 20 ns. In the following paper,
we show that the analysis proposed here applies to the
oxygen quenching of the porphyrin fluorescence in Hbde-Fe
and Mbdes-Fe
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